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MENG
Cut out pattern, include seam allowance. 

Jacket
1.   Hem or use bias tape on all the edges shown on the pattern. 
2.   Fold garment at shoulder length, so you create back and front bodice. 
3.   Sew the side seams, on the wrong side of the fabric. 
4.   Sew the sleeves, as shown on the pattern. Sew the edges up until 16cm on 
      the wrong side of the fabric. Than �ip.
6.   Fold and double fold the so called knot panels. So you fold trough the middle 
       and then the edges one more time so they reach the middle fold.
       Fold one more time, so you do not see any raw edges anymore. 
       Fold the shorter edges in, and stitch along the edges. You have two of these knots.
7.   Attach the on the front opening of the bodice. Sew the ends of the 
       knots on the front side of the fabric facing the arms. 
8.    Fold the opening once more time 2cm inwards. 
       Make sure the left and right knot are facing each other now.
9.    Add snap buttons on the designated places. (male)
10. Align the two picket pieces wrong side of the fabric facing each other. 
      Stitch along 3 edges, leaving one open to �ip. Flip and iron. 
      Sew on designated place shown on pattern.

Trousers
1. Sew the cut o� piece of the back of the trousers. 
    Sew on the front piece on the designated spot. 
    Wrong side of the fabric. Fold an iron �at
2. Sew the front and back piece together as shown on the colour coded pattern.
3. Stitch the crotch.
4. Hem all the edges
5. sew drawstring together on short edges on the wrong side, �ip and iron �at.
6. Press/Fold and iron the waistband with one side wider than the other by 0,5 cm.
7. Punch 2 button holes at the front middle of the waistband 2,5 cm apart
8. Attach the waste band to the trousers so they can be closed at the back of the trousers.
9. Attach the slimmer side of the waistband to the outside of the trousers
10. Close the waistband and sink stitch from the outside of the waistband 
       ensuring to catch the wider side of the waistband at the back, leaving around 
      10 cm open at the back
11. Slot in a 1 ¼ inch width 32inch length elastic into the waistband until 
       the second side of the waistband meet at the back
12. Close the waistband with 1 cm inch allowance and press the seam open
13. Close the 10 cm hole used to slot in the elastic with sink stitch
14. Do a tack stitch at the back of the closed waistband to hold the elastic in place
15. Iron the drawstring in half by the width
16. Sew the drawstring at 1 cm inch allowance
17. Turn the drawstring loop with a loop turner
18. Slot the drawstring into the waistband through the button holes punched 

Hood
1. Sew the main hood parts together, with fabric facing right side to each other along 
    the blue line. Flip it
2.  Hem the edges shown on the pattern. 
3.  Sew together the two hood pieces, right side facing each other. Flip and iron it. 
4. Attach the hood piece and the main part of the hood. You will have some excessive 
    fabric on the ends. 
5. Sew together hood and hood pieces and hem the excessive parts.
6. Attach other side of the snap buttons (female) so the hood �ts on the main bodice.

DONE.  


